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About This Game

Lunaform is a puzzle arcade game like breakout, but instead of destroying all of the blocks your trying to fill them up. Swap the
hexes just in time to catch stars of the same color, and fill up the grid to complete the level. Sounds easy at first, but later on
increasingly complex star patterns emerge, and the hex grid gets larger as you work on harder planets. Your goal is to finish

constructing the solar system by building each planet, accomplished by beating each level.

36 levels

6 upgrades

5 planets, 1 hidden

2-3 hours of gameplay

Windows/Mac/Linux works well with touch screens

Mechanics, Hexes, and Stars:

Click to swap hexes and catch stars of the same color and fill them up. Hexes need 3 hits to be filled, and 5 to be
destroyed.
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Click and hold to speed up all of the stars

Bumper Hexes change the direction of stars to get hard to reach hexes, or divert opposite color stars

Locked Hexes create a challenge by letting the player find ways to fill them without swapping them directly

Core Hex is a hex that must be protected, if it gets destroyed then your planet forming fails

Bigger grids with multiple colors, where some hexes must be destroyed, and some must be filled. The challenge comes
from what you choose to destroy, as it changes your position and what you are vulnerable to

Normal Stars fill a matching color hex by 1, or damage an opposite hex by 1

Nova Stars explode in a radius to fill or damage multiple hexes by 1

Suns has 2 normal stars rotating around it, fills a matching color hex by 2, or damages an opposite hex by 2

Arc Stars move in an unpredictable arc filling or damaging hexes by 1

Upgrades:

Time Stop - Stops all star movements, to give you a few seconds to swap hexes freely

Shield - Puts up a barrier around hexes to prevent them from being damaged by the opposite colored stars

Shield Swap - Whenever you swap two of the hexes, it shields them both for a small amount of time

Star Barrier - Produces a moving barrier that changes the color of the stars

Hex Splash - When a hex is full, if it gets hit by the same color stars it will begin to fill adjacent hexes

Star Sweeper - Clears all the stars on the screen
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Title: Lunaform
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Chronobit Studios
Publisher:
Chronobit Studios
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2017
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With the price of this game, I'd say it's pretty good.
Quite challenging if you're aiming for perfect scores, but with the skills and lack of time record makes it less challenging..
Everything about Lunaform feels clean and tight. It takes a little while to get into the flow but once you realize that you can
move any hex \u2013 not just the adjacent ones - if feels really awesome. It does get a bit stressful when things get busy and the
difficulty ramp is slightly steep, but it is still much friendlier than many others (Super Hexagon I\u2019m looking at you).

I\u2019ve really been enjoying this game... And for a buck you really can\u2019t lose.
. This is a fun little game that I first learned about at .... it can be very difficult but for a dollar packs a nice amount of content
and could pass your time for an hour or more.. It's not a particularly bad game, but it's... well, it's the kind of game where you
sorta feel like you don't understand the point. It's not really a "think this through" kinda puzzle game, it's more of a "how good
are you at thinking out an immediate response to this situation" kind. But also, it's looped patterns. Sorta conflict with each
other.

Also, the start is REALLY easy.. very challenging and soooo hard but its nice work
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